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FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome

to Dulci Tomes No.34.

At our last meeting a one minute silence was observed to honour the
memory of our past member and colleague Suzanne. We mourn her passing.
It was much too soon, she was much too young and had much yet to do.
We also acknowledged the superb job done by our immediate past President
Dr. Jill Forrest. Jill, a conscientious and effective President, has left us a
wonderful legacy.
Two Professional Development segments were part of our April meeting.
We appreciated the presentations, one by Rosemary Richards and the other
by Timothy Hurd. They are reproduced here, having been transcribed by
Bethwyn Joy and then refined by Rosemary & Timothy. Carillonists
expressed a wish that they be part of Dulci Tomes and so here they are.
The new Chamber Carillon, featured in this edition, is of particular interest.
Australian Carillonists have no opportunity to experience different pedal
alignments and so we go overseas gaining what experience we can in very
small time frames. We are just too far away. An instrument with an
adjustable pedal keyboard is long overdue. Turn to the article (pge 7) to
learn about the instrument and a symposium being held in Løgomkloster
during July/August 2009.
My address for correspondence is:
54 Tempe Crescent, Googong. N.S.W. 2620.
Australia
E-mail: fulfam@aapt.net.au
Lyn Fuller
Editor
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LIFE MEMBERSHIP FOR DR JILL FORREST
OUR RETIRING CSA PRESIDENT

Assistant University Carillonist June Catchpoole writes:
The first and best thing which our newly elected President, Lyn Fuller, did at
her first AGM last April 2008, was to
honour retiring President Dr Jill Forrest
with Life Membership of the CSA, and
a pretty posy of flowers. Having served
as President for the past 10 years and
having gained the respect and love of all
members, the honour was well deserved
and a delight for all members. Lyn
expressed the sincere appreciation of all
members for Jill‘s unfailing efforts on
behalf of the CSA, her guidance,
leadership and foresight.
A splendid framed Testimonial was
presented to Jill on behalf of everyone
by George Howe; George had a big
hand in the wording of the testimonial
and spoke glowingly of Jill‘s total
commitment to the CSA from its
commencement 25 years ago to today.
Being a fellow founding member of the
CSA, George spoke with knowledge and sincerity.
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In the evening at our CSA dinner, the final touch to our expression of
appreciation to Jill was a gift of the ABC Gardening Book, beautifully
illustrated and inspiring for the garden lovers that both Jill and John are. It
was Ted Grantham‘s pleasure to present the gift, which came as a surprise to
Jill, who had assumed the fuss was over at the conclusion of the meeting
during the morning.
Jill responded in her usual gracious way, not only expressing her thanks for
the gifts and the recognition of her work for the CSA but for the support and
loyalty that members have always shown to her.

Retired Honorary Carillonist Dr. Reg Walker continues:
Carillonists and all who love the sound of bells have many good reasons to
feel indebted to Dr Jill Forrest.
Wife of John McKerral, mother of three, medical graduate with a
distinguished career, a background in piano and organ, Jill, in the midst of an
obviously very busy life, developed an interest in the Carillon in the 1970‘s.
She became a student of John Gordon, Carillonist of the University of
Sydney, and this has continued to foster her interest in the bells, an interest
which has continued to grow and develop to this day. Jill has made a very
significant contribution to the art of carillon playing, and has given many
people many hours of enjoyable listening to the bells ...primarily those of the
carillon of the University of Sydney.....but also of the National Carillon in
Canberra, and of many overseas carillons, both in Europe as well as in USA.
Her programs are invariably interesting and varied, and attest to her wide
knowledge of music suitable for the bells.
Appointed as Honorary Carillonist in 1978, Jill continued in this role until
1992 when she was appointed as University Carillonist, a position she still
holds with distinction. This responsibility is a particularly demanding one,
involving teaching carillon students, planning and playing in the regular
recitals on Sundays and Tuesdays, playing for the Graduation Ceremonies as
well as special events eg weddings in the Quadrangle, and other events of
many and varied kinds held in the Great Hall. In this role Jill has been, and
is, the ―go-between‖ re: Senate, Administration and players.
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Jill Forrest with Sydney University Carillonists

In 1983 a new step was taken with the formation of the Carillon Society of
Australia, bringing together the players of the Sydney and Canberra
Carillons. Jill was one of the foundation members and has contributed
greatly to its life and activities. (Jill was the third President of the Society
following John Gordon and Reg Walker.) She has represented the CSA at
the World Carillon Federation, and has been President for the past 10 years.
In this role Jill has also placed many in her debt. She has filled the position
with distinction, showing warmth, friendliness, wisdom, grace, sensitivity,
concern and a wonderful quality of leadership. Her term has now come to
completion, and the Society, with great pleasure, has made her a Life
Member.
Jill has the affectionate good wishes of us all ... our grateful thanks and the
hope that there will be many years yet of playing, guidance and leadership.

June Catchpoole continues:

A NEW PRESIDENT FOR CSA - LYN FULLER
With the retirement of our highly respected, loved and long serving
President, Dr Jill Forrest, we were all very pleased that Lyn Fuller was
unanimously elected at the April 2008 AGM to be our next President.
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Lyn takes up the reins with considerable insight and experience in the CSA,
having been a diligent member of the Society for 14 years, and having
demonstrated both management and leadership skills on many issues.
It was a fortuitous day for the carillon world in 1994 when Lyn spotted the
ad in the Canberra newspaper for applicants to apply to study the carillon,
and followed her hunch. Surely, it was meant to be. To date, Lyn‘s
contribution to the CSA has been noteworthy.
An Associate Carillonist at the National Carillon in Canberra, Lyn has
presented regular Carillon Recitals since she commenced carillon studies
with Carillonist/Teacher Joan Chia, at the Canberra School of Music.
Having a vast background in music, being a very experienced performer and
teacher of piano, holding AMusA, LMusA, and TMusA qualifications and
having been a Scholarship Student at the Canberra School of Music, Lyn has
carried over that expertise to the Carillon, proving to be highly competent;
she has been recognized by professional, highly regarded Carillonists both in
Australia and overseas for her performances, her carillon compositions and
arrangements.
Lyn is in touch and up to date with the world carillon scene. She has studied
with Timothy Hurd, QSM, at the Carillon Institute, Wellington, New
Zealand in 1997; attended Master Classes with Ann-Kristine Christiansen at
the Scandinavian Summer School at Løgumkloster, Denmark in 1998;
represented Australia at World Carillon Federation Congresses in 2002 at
Cobh, Ireland, and in 2008 at Groningen, Holland; also in 2008, Lyn was
invited to be one of the guest recitalists at the International Carillon Festival
in Springfield, Illinois, USA.
Since 1999 Lyn has been the Editor of the Carillon Society of Australia
Bulletin, Dulci Tomes. In this role, Lyn has made it her duty to have a broad
view on all carillon news and activities, both locally and internationally, and
has encouraged members to be involved by writing articles of interest about
the carillon, bells and related items.
There are big shoes to fill, and to follow in the footsteps of our immediate
Past President must seem daunting, but Lyn has already earned our respect
and trust in her ability to lead us onward and upward.
We wish Lyn a happy, rewarding and fulfilling time in her new role of
President.
Photos courtesy Lyn Fuller & Elizabeth Sakker
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AT LØGUMKLOSTER

A NEW CHAMBER CARILLON
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In June 2007 Timothy Hurd informed his fellow craftsmen that he wished to
build a practice clavier with an adjustable pedal keyboard. The pedal
assembly was to move up and down, sideways, forward and backward, so
that it could accommodate players of every different stature. A further
benefit would be that it could be made to approximate very closely the
pedal-to-manual key relationship of any clavier standard that a player might
be performing on.
Why is there continual resistance to change and achieving real progress for
the carillon? If the object of music and music-making over the centuries has
been always to strive to make a better art (and hopefully, in the process, to
discover or at least re-invent a sense of shared humanity), why has the
carillon always lost out to the almighty ‗profit motive‘? As an artisan,
Antonio Stradivarius couldn‘t have cared less – he was doing what he knew
best: producing the artistic ‗means‘ to enable making ever-better art, for its
own sake, an art with solid intrinsic and extrinsic values. Does everything in
this post-modernist world have to be dictated by politicians, ‗policy analysts‘
and bean-counters? And would it not be a sad world indeed if every carillon
sounded the same? Ask yourself this: what‘s really important here? Are we
ready to confront our own musicianship and not accept compromises
anymore? A simple yes or no will suffice. If you say ‗Yes‘, the answer is
already in front of you......
The 5 octave adjustable practice keyboard prototype is on loan to the
Scandinavian Carillon School in Denmark and is having an amazing impact
on carillonists and non carillonists alike. It is a beautiful work. AnnKirstine Christiansen says that the normal reaction, on opening the doors to
view the instrument, is ―Wow!‖ and then people remain speechless for some
seconds. Everybody can see that it is actually an ‗instrument‘ and not just a
‗machine‘. Of course, one problem with practice keyboards is that they are
not connected to bells, so in order to make a nice sound, there has to be
something else to hear. Timothy spent months making very beautiful
aluminium alloy tone bars that are ―the heart‖ of this new instrument; the
whole is greater than the sum of the parts, the practice keyboard has become
a fully-fledged instrument in itself, a chamber carillon.
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Tone Bar Casement

It is necessary to have a prototype such as this to solicit feedback and know
where to improve things still further. But, as Ann-Kirstine says, it is the best
practice keyboard she has ever played. ―It so nicely adjusts to your body.
Especially the manual-pedal adjustment possibilities which are just plain
wonderful. Small people, larger people – it doesn‘t matter‖.
The evolving world situation challenges us to constantly look for different
and more encompassing solutions – so that no one is disenfranchised, openly
spurned or simply left out. Recession or not, we must all follow our
individual callings, wherever our individual commitments may lead us. For
the chamber carillon, technology to build such a refined concert instrument that can also be used for practice of course - has existed for many years, but
the problem has always been complacency on the part of carillonists – often
times it is: ‗any old thing will do, so long as it is super cheap‘. Carillons are
rightfully very expensive musical instruments, the rare, the desirable and
(hopefully) the perfect. But when you compare the carillon status quo to the
world of fine string instruments (eg. violins and cellos by Stradivarius,
Guarneri, Amati), we‘re not even talking about the same planet. Why is
this? Have we missed something important here? And so we ask again:
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‗Why has there been continual resistance to change and achieving real
progress for the carillon?‘.
Although the prototype pedal casement is adjustable in three axes (x, y, z),
preliminary indications are that the Scandinavian Carillon School students
all use the ‗x‘ axis (height adjustability), a few use the ‗y‘ axis (left-to-right
alignment) but ultimately all come back to the original Olympic lateral
pedal-manual orientation, which is slightly different from the WCF Gdansk
2006 model, and virtually nobody bothers with the ‗z‘ axis (in/out position).

Cable Pedal Transmission

Ann-Kirstine writes:
―The Olympic Universal Standard displays the player just in the middle of
the keyboard with the best reach to everything, so obviously that is the best
position. However students having to play another standard of carillon
sometimes put the pedal into that position. Everybody likes the batons, they
have many obvious advantages from the usual ones.‖
Timothy has two craftsmen who have worked with him on this project, Bill
Peters and Bill Campbell. Both are very enthusiastic artisans and consider
the prototype a ―cool machine‖ which they hope will give much pleasure in
use. It shows the way to the building of the next keyboard which they are
eager to undertake.
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Bill Peters writes:
When in June 2007 Timothy told me of his wish to build a practice clavier
with an adjustable pedal keyboard it was then planned that it would be
presented at the World Carillon Federation Congress in Holland the
following summer. Everything had fallen into place by March 2008, but I
had yet to contrive a new mechanism and convert semi-prepared stock into a
musical instrument. And so the targeted delivery date of June proved a bit
too optimistic.
Because of a limited budget, materials on hand were to be used as much as
possible and to some extent this helped to drive the design: The runners that
the pedal carriage rides on, for instance, were from the stock that the axleshafts of the traditional pedal couplers are made. Well, there is any number
of solutions to a given problem, and the necessity of improvising with
available materials helped to provide direction.
I began by making the wooden parts and structure, the form of which was
essentially given. The general concept of the mechanism was soon
determined, but the many particulars of the action required much design
work and testing. Motorcycle clutch cable was determined to be an ideal
means of coupling pedals to manual keys, and is not entirely unique to this
keyboard. Finally, Acme screws and mitre gears driven by hand-wheels
were settled on. This fit with a ―19th-century technical‖ aesthetic I hoped to
impart.
Meanwhile Tim Hurd was busy in New Zealand making the very lovely
tone-bars that are really the heart of this instrument. He checked in
frequently to supply input and design preferences, and approval (or not) of
my ideas. Bill Campbell, a talented craftsman, was doing all the required
welding work.
When Tim arrived with his tone-bars, the keyboard was barely skeletal, with
its many parts waiting to be installed, and the cable transmission nowhere
near assembly. Tim was undaunted. (He is a high energy guy, and may
have a time-compressed view of the efforts of an ordinary fellow like
myself). Anyway, for a few days the shop was given over to finessing
resonator lengths, with Tim in the lead and Bill Campbell building mitred
stainless steel tubes as we went.
Later, Tim left for Holland, where he expected delivery of the clavier in time
for the Congress. I was terribly grieved when I failed to have it ready.
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Every bit of the piece had a swarm of details needing tending, and progress
seemed to move even more slowly.
Finally, in mid-August, it was time to box it up for shipping to the
Scandinavian Carillon School. Even as it was being crated, the finishing
work continued. It is a very ―cool machine‖!

Bill Campbell writes:
In 2008 I went to Denmark to assist Timothy Hurd in installing a small
carillon at Løndal Castle and we also took delivery of the practice clavier
that is at Løgumkloster. We assembled and adjusted it for use by AnnKirstine and her Carillon School.

Timothy moving Chamber Carillon Base into position

I had worked with Bill Peters on building and shipping this Chamber
Carillon. My part involved the metal components and some assembly and
design work. Tim is currently working on a practice clavier kit along the
lines of the chamber carillon, but simplified. We have been talking about
building these kits as the next production project once the design is refined.
The idea has always been to produce the best sounding instruments in the
world and Tim‘s insistence on perfection has driven all of our projects to
date. Tim has worked closely with Whitechapel Foundry in London to
achieve this and we have all worked on the concept of responsive and quiet
mechanisms for the best sound and playability.
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I have been working with Tim since the 1980s. I was originally enlisted to
do metal fabrication for various carillon building projects and have worked
on practice claviers, main claviers, transmission mechanisms, framing
construction, design and installation. Much of this has been done in Port
Townsend (Washington, USA) and instruments shipped to various sites.
My major on-site involvement was with the Riverside Church in New York
City.
I built much of the
installation in Port Townsend,
shipped it to New York City and
remodelled the existing carillon by
removing old bells and frames,
removing the old player cabin and
machine room and reconfiguring
the carillon to improve its sound
and playability. I am currently
working on a documentary-style
video of the project.
Hammers and Tone Bars

Timothy says:
Ultimately, the adjustable Chamber Carillon practice instrument is to be
installed in the Wellington Tower. Eventually, I would like to see Olympic
produce an ‗IKEA style‘ practice clavier kit, ie. metal and wooden
components plus some simple hand tools in a box, with complete
instructions. It would be produced and shipped to wherever a carillonist
wants it.

Editor’s Note:
So over to Løgumkloster where, at the Scandinavian Carillon School, there
will be a course held, 12 noon July 30 until 12 noon August 3, 2009, to learn
how to assemble the IKEA type practice instrument. The adjustable
keyboard at the course is in American white oak and is based on the
experience gained from the first prototype adjustable keyboard mentioned
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above and in our reports at the last CSA meeting. At the conclusion of the
course, some lucky person will actually have the chance to win the white oak
practice instrument.
Compiled by Lyn Fuller
Information from:
Bill Peters
Bill Campbell
Ann-Kirstine Christiansen
Timothy Hurd QSM
Photos: courtesy Timothy Hurd

A WARM WELCOME TO AUSTRALIA
KAREL AND LINDA KELDERMANS
In the Spring of 2007 Karel and Linda Keldermans returned to Australia for
an action-packed holiday, to the delight of their many friends here. In 16
days they visited Tasmania, Canberra and northern New South Wales, using
Sydney as a base. In Tasmania (September 4-7) they visited with CSA
member Annick Ansselin and webmaster Dave Davey.
John McKerral and Jill arrived in Canberra with Karel and Linda in tow.
They were enthusiastically welcomed and all stayed with Lyn and Rob
Fuller. Karel‘s recital on the National Carillon (Box 1) on Sunday 9
September was well received. Canberra provided a beautiful Sunday
afternoon and how lovely it was to have a visitor from Springfield Illinois
amongst us. A highlight was the opportunity to listen to pieces composed
and arranged by the man himself, along with an interesting and entertaining
variety of compositions by others.
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Karel at the National Carillon Canberra

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sunday 9 September 2007 12:30pm–1:20pm
NATIONAL CARILLON CANBERRA
BRONZE MAGIC
Toy Symphony, Leopold Mozart, arr: R. Barnes
Prelude (Op.3 No.2), Sergei Rachmaninoff, arr: K. Keldermans
Passacaglia from Springfield Polyphonies, John Knox
Miller of the Dee, Percival Price
II Cassetta Musicale and Finale, from Second Suite, Hilton Rufty
Moonlight Malagueña, Karel Keldermans (dedicated to Sue
Bergren)
Passacaglia on Amazing Grace, Lloyd Lott
Allegretto con variation, C.P.E Bach, arr Henry Groen (theme and
six variations)
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From Left: Phil Irons, Kerryn Milligan, Lyn Fuller,
Karel Keldermans, John McKerral, Jill Forrest &
Linda Keldermans

Never a dull moment during the time spent with Karel and Linda. We
visited the Botanical Gardens for lunch with carillonists Kerryn Milligan,
George Howe and others. Then off to Joan Chia‘s for afternoon tea and a
chat with Joan and Len, friends of long standing. Sunday morning breakfast
at the Fuller‘s rivalled the Hyatt.
And so came to an end a short but memorable visit. We wish Karel and
Linda well with their travels and Karel‘s stewardship of the Thomas Rees
Memorial Carillon, Springfield, Illinois.
Back in Sydney, Karel gave the Tuesday September 11 lunchtime carillon
recital playing, as requested, a program devoted to his own original
compositions for carillon, which we all discussed over lunch (Box 2). Next
day he and Linda set off to explore northern NSW by car, eventually
reaching Taree, where they made more Australian friends.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tuesday 11 September 2007 1 pm-2 pm
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
THE COMPOSER HIMSELF
Muse, 1991
Linda‘s Lullaby, 2001
St George and the Dragon, 2003
Romanza per Madelina, 2006
Ballade Mistral, 2004
Barcelona Romanza, 2005
Butterfly Dancer, 2005
The Chiarocurist, 2005
Variations on Good Night, Ladies
Midnight Malagueña, 2006

Back in Sydney Karel‘s program Pure Entertainment on Sunday 16
September (Box 3) enhanced the enjoyment of attendees at the Chancellor‘s
Committee‘s annual Bookfest in the Great Hall. Next day we all enjoyed the
Australian Opera‘s production ―Tales of Hoffmann‖, resting on the
following day before Karel and Linda flew to New Zealand, where Karel
was to play the carillon at Wellington. It was a laughter-filled whirlwind
tour, which everyone enjoyed. We look forward to their next Aussie
adventure.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Sunday 16 September 2007 2pm–3pm
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
PURE ENTERTAINMENT
Chant and Jubilation, by Robert Byrnes (1949-2004)
Estudio, by Fernando Sor (1778-1839)
Scottish Fantasy, by John Courter (1941- )
Music Box and Finale, from Second Suite for Carillon , by Hilton
Rufty (1910-1974)
Merry-Go-Round, by Geoffrey Cook (1948- )
Sons of Bach Suite, arranged by John Ellis
Presto, by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788)
Lamento, by Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710-1784)
Rondo, by Johann Christian Bach (1735-1782)
Fantasia Catalana, by Henry Groen (1957- )
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ANN-KIRSTINE CHRISTIANSEN
On Sunday 12 May 2002 music critic
Donald McLean attended what he
described as ―a perfect afternoon, a
perfect setting and a perfect
performance from Christiansen‖ —
Ann-Kirstine Christiansen‘s first
recital on the War Memorial Carillon
at the University of Sydney. So when
he heard that she was giving another
recital, at lunchtime on Tuesday 19
February 2008, he made sure that he and his son attended. Other carillonists
and University members enjoyed the excellent recital too, and wondered
how it was possible that Ann-Kirstine had improved upon perfection.
Following a very busy week as Artist in Residence, with an emphasis on
carillon duets, Ann-Kirstine and Timothy Hurd had arrived from Canberra
the evening before, and Ann-Kirstine‘s program included a duet with
Timothy. After a delightful performance entitled Aspects of Freedom (see
program and notes from P19) and lunch at the University‘s Forum
Restaurant, Ann-Kirstine flew up to the Great Barrier Reef for some R & R.
She returned the following Saturday, and in the ensuing days we showed her
a few of Sydney‘s delights, including the Darling Harbour Aquarium
(everyone has heard about Australian sharks) and lunch at the Centrepoint
revolving restaurant, from which we could see the University carillon when
the restaurant had reached the correct position. Next day we watched Verdi‘s
Masked Ball in that other Australian icon, the Sydney Opera House, and
then it was time to say farewell as the plane left for London.
Ann-Kirstine generously left us many of her carillon arrangements and duets
for the Sydney carillon library. We hope she returns to hear us play them one
day.
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ASPECTS OF FREEDOM - ANN-KIRSTINE CHRISTIANSEN
Professor & Head, Danish Carillon School
City-Carillonneur, Løgumkloster, Denmark

Konevitsan Kirkonkellot
Traditional Finnish
(The church bells of Kirkonkellot)
Aspect of Birds
Højt på en gren en krage sad (High on a branch a croak sat up)
Canons on an old Danish folksong of uncertain origin
Ann-Kirstine Christiansen (1965- )
Little Bird
Edvard Hagerup Grieg (1843-1907)
The Swan
Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921)
Aspects of Insects
Dance of the Mosquitoes
Fini Henriques (1867-1940)
The Butterfly
Edvard Hagerup Grieg
Flight of the BumblebeeNicolai Rimsky Korsakov (1844-1908)
Aspects of Iceland
Impromtu í G-dúr
Skúli Halldórsson (1914-2004)
―Móđir mín í kví, kví‖Variations on an old Icelandic folksong
Hrif – dans nr. 1
Skúli Halldórsson
Aspects of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
Allegro from Eine Kleine Nactmusik
Lacrymosa from Requiem K626
Mix of Mozart (Duet with Timothy Hurd)
Aspects of Love & Opera
Arietta Opus 12
Edvard Hagerup Grieg
Lovewaltz
Ulrik Neumann (1918-1994)
Tango Jalousi
Jacob Gade (1879-1963)
From The Phantom of the Opera by Andrew Lloyd Webber
(1948- )
All I Ask of You
The Point of No Return
The Music of the Night
Nessun Dorme (Nobody sleeps) Turandot, by Giacomo Puccini
(1858-1924)
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Program notes
In old Greece it was said: In order to be happy a man needs only three
things: (i) to be taught new things; (ii) to have good friends; (iii) freedom.
This program explores aspects of freedom in many forms.
The church bells of Konevitsa hang in a (for Finns) famous monastery that
lies on an island in a lake; they are played a little like the Russian bell
ringing (not penduling). The bells and the land used to be Finnish, but the
Russians confiscated them. The bells, however, sing of hope and longing to
come back to Finland one day.
The old Egyptians considered the Duck to be a symbol of freedom, as it
moves around in 3 of the 4 elements: it is airborne, it is waterproof and it can
walk on dry land. There is no duck here, only a swan in a lake, a little bird
and a croak, that later on is shot dead by a hunter. But no matter what
happens to the birds, they are free and humans have always envied their
freedom as they escape up in the air.
There are other free-flying creatures from ultra-light small types to the
dragon-like ones, ending with a bumblebee that doesn‘t know it can‘t really
fly. They are considered a little less free, as they don‘t fly high in the air.
Out in the middle of the Atlantic lies an island with one of the most
freedom-loving people of the earth (that was why they came there in the first
place). Any gift has to be received with care, because it means giving back a
gift in return. It is very impolite to give a gift that is too big. Also tipping is
an insult. It is a world of its own and the music displays some of the free
mind, but also some of the many free ghosts on this island!
The gift of composing must be one of the most de-liberating gifts in this
world. Mozart was known to work very easily and freely when he composed,
not correcting anything. But he is also known to have a very changing mind
that might have reflected/affected his music, that also seems to change from
darkness to light easily and instantly without limits.
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It is said that love will set you free, and it probably does, but along the road
there normally are spices blending in like longing, desire, sleeplessness and
even jealousy, all big feelings that come along when it really matters. And
what would freedom matter if there were nothing important around to
matter? Normally one can see these deep feelings expressed in operatic
form, where the leading woman and man find them worth living for—and
worth dying for (with the underlying thought of escaping all chains).
Lyn Fuller (Canberra) and Jill Forrest (Sydney)
Photos courtesy Lyn Fuller & Jill Forrest

SUZANNE MAGASSY
12 February 1940 – 22 May 2008
Born Suzanne Watson at Arncliffe in Sydney, Sue
was the eldest of three children. She was educated
at Brighton-Le-Sands Primary School and St
George Girls‘ High School. After completing her
secondary studies in 1957 she attended Sydney
Teachers‘ College where she trained as a high
school music teacher. Sue also studied piano with
Lindley Evans at the Sydney Conservatorium of
Music, obtaining her Licentiate Diploma in Music
(L.Mus.A). In 1970 Sue met and married Albert
Magassy and the young couple settled in Sydney.
In June, 1974 their son Julian was born and later
that year the family moved to Canberra. For the
twenty years before her death Sue worked as a
teacher at, amongst others, Malkara and Cranleigh Special Schools. She
loved her work with disabled students and she was much loved in return by
her students and colleagues.
Sue began carillon studies in 1979 with University Carillonist John Gordon,
Carillonist at the Sydney University and Canberra Carillons, and one of
Sue‘s former lecturers at Sydney Teachers‘ College. In 1980 she became
Assistant Carillonist at the National Carillon in Canberra. In the mid 1980s
Sue undertook further studies with Milford Myhre at the Bok Tower at Lake
Wales in Florida. She also attended a carillon summer school in the
Netherlands. The carillon became a passion with Sue. She travelled all over
the world attending World Carillon Congresses as well as G.C.N.A
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Congresses and, with her gregarious nature, made lasting friendships with
other carillonneurs at these events. All of this, it must be added, was done
on a shoestring budget. From the late 1980s Sue performed regularly as a
recitalist in many carillon guest series in the United States and Europe, and
in 1997 she became the first foreign carillonneur to pass the requirements for
‗Carillonneur‘ member status in the Guild of Carillonneurs of North
America. From 2006 Sue was the Visiting International Carillonneur to
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, as part of a summer program for
carillon students. She was also nominated as a committee member of the
G.C.N.A.
On the home front, in January 1983, Sue was instrumental in suggesting and
initiating the Carillon Society of Australia. She was appointed its first
Secretary, and she served in that role for seven years until 1989. Her
knowledge of overseas carillons and carillonneurs proved valuable in her
role as Secretary to the Society. In 1995 Sue was part of a group, Carillon
Concert Presentations, which, for two years, was responsible for the
management of the National Carillon. It was during this time that Sue
significantly increased the holdings of the Tower Library. In 2002 Sue was
devastated to learn that her contract to play the National Carillon was not to
be renewed. However, with the help and support of her carillonneur friends
in North America, a practice instrument was sent to her and set up in her
home. Sue was now able, much to the delight of her neighbours and the
local wildlife, to practise for her recital tours.
Sue had very many friends in the carillon world, and she and Albert played
hosts to most of those from overseas who visited Canberra. She was very
highly regarded by composers, including Larry Sitsky and Christopher
Lyndon-Gee, who wrote compositions especially for her. She had a great
sense of fun and would have listeners laughing till it hurt whenever she
recounted some anecdote or other. She also had great compassion,
supporting in any way possible someone who might be in need. Apart from
the carillon, Sue was passionate about her family. She was also passionate
about animals, especially cats. And there was, of course, Placido Domingo.
No trip to the Metropolitan Opera in New York was complete without a
backstage visit to Domingo.
Sue was also a very private person. She kept any health worries to herself.
Some years ago she showed me where she had had a melanoma removed
from her leg. The removal appeared to have been a success as she never
mentioned it again. She was so fit and healthy - she took the stairs where I
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took the lift and she ate the organic salads where I had the chips - so it came
as a dreadful shock when just before her death she told me that the
melanoma had come back and the prognosis was not good.
The carillon world has lost, much too soon, a fine carillonneur. I, and many
others, have lost a dear friend.
Sue leaves behind her husband Albert, her son Julian, her mother Grace, her
sister Carole and her brother Steve.
Astrid Bowler
National Carillon Canberra
Photo courtesy Julian Magassy

COMPOSING FOR CARILLON
FROM A NON-PLAYING PERSPECTIVE

CSA Meeting Presentation 19 April, 2008 (Canberra)
1. Performance
Joan Chia performed my newly written piece, Elegy (2008), before the
presentation. Copies of the hand-written draft were provided for audience
members.

2. Introduction – Australia’s future; my background
Thank you for the invitation to talk to the CSA meeting today. This is an
auspicious weekend because Rudd‘s Summit will be discussing ideas for
Australia‘s future. One of the questions I‘m posing is where carillons and
carillon-players fit in. This is controversial in Canberra at the moment
because the cuts to the National Capital Authority‘s budget have affected
performances at the National Carillon. The local players have been working
very hard on a submission to the Federal Government enquiry about this.
I am an occasional composer in between many other activities. My current
employment is as Humanities Coordinator at the Victorian College of the
Arts Secondary School in St Kilda Road in Melbourne where I teach history,
geography, economics and civics. I am a historian and a musicologist. My
self-published book, ‗Frae the friends and Land I love‘: the ‗McCrae
Homestead Music Book‘ (2005), based on my Master‘s thesis, is about the
favourite music of a pioneer woman artist, diarist and musician called
Georgiana McCrae. I am a mother of three, a perennial committee member
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and an amateur dancer. I have experience as a singer in community and
church choirs, operas and musicals; I used to play the bassoon; I‘ve
conducted and been a music teacher, along with all the rest of modern life.
As a high school student I learned the piano from Joan Chia at the Canberra
School of Music. She‘s now my friend as well.

3. My compositions for the National Carillon
My musical compositions include pieces for choir, wind group and music
theatre, as well as quite a few pieces for carillon. All my carillon pieces
have been written for Joan Chia to play on the National Carillon. I have
composed a number of solos and duets for the carillon, some of which are
unfinished and unplayed. Because I was invited to give this presentation I
wrote this new piece, Elegy, to remind myself what was involved in writing
for carillon. I hadn‘t heard the piece before today, so thanks very much
again to Joan for having a go. Without much discussion I sent it to her in the
post and she said, ―Why have I got this?‖ I said it might be nice if she had a
look and she replied, ―Would you like me to play it at the meeting?‖ Thank
you, Joan. I am going to discuss this new piece, plus three of my other
pieces that Joan has performed more than once.
Elegy, as you can see from the dedication, was written for Joan Chia and
yourselves. It is in memory of my father and my mother-in-law, who both
died this year. George Howe was a member of the Canberra Choral Society
with my parents, John and Beryl Richards, who both were made lifemembers. My mother-in-law, Verna Adams, was also a very good singer.
The piece has a melody that you could sing, and it‘s not all sad because there
are various emotions that come when people die. You can hear the bells
tolling. The first tune is like a funeral march and there‘s also a happier tune
or two. I purposely made the tonality ambiguous, which becomes more
complicated on the bells than it might on other instruments because of the
overtones. The underlying toll keeps going under other tunes in two
different keys. I would be happy for you to give me some ideas about the
musical or practical problems with this composition and suggest
improvements.
I grew up mainly in Canberra. When I was born the population of Canberra
was less than 30,000. There was no lake, no bridges or hospital. Dad drove
Mum to Melbourne so she could give birth to me there. The National
Carillon was built during my senior high school days when I was learning
piano from Joan. After studying history at the Australian National
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University I left Canberra to live in Adelaide and Melbourne. I frequently
return to Canberra to visit my family and often see Joan when I am here.
Joan kindly gave a tour of the National Carillon to me and some children in
1995 and then took me out for lunch. Most of my pieces for her have been
written because she‘s taken me out for something. The first pieces I wrote
for her in 1995 were called Three Very Short Pieces for Carillon. Joan gave
me some instructions on what did and didn‘t work in practical terms when
writing for and playing the National Carillon, and has continued to discuss
issues with me. She is a very experienced player and arranger herself. Most
carillonists have to be arrangers so you all have to grapple with
compositional questions or at least have to make something playable on the
instrument you are working on. Sometimes I make a fuss about particular
musical effects that I want. My discussions with Joan have taken place by
letter, email or telephone. I often don‘t get to hear on the carillon what Joan
might be thinking as I don‘t live in Canberra.
The first piece in the Three Very Short Pieces (1995) is called Casuarina
Sands. The ideas include birdcalls that I heard while sitting on the banks of
the Cotter River in Canberra one summer day. The second one, called
Peanut Butter, Butter and Jam, is a 12-bar blues. The original song was
made up by two of my children, Briar and Giles Adams. The third piece is a
melodious Old Song. Joan has played these pieces a number of times.
My next piece, called Musing, was written in 2000 and reflects Joan‘s family
background. It has a pentatonic theme, which is at times played either
doubly slow or doubly fast. Joan has performed that piece on the Sydney
University Carillon as well as in Canberra.
The composition of Ode to Bach (2003), based on a famous piece by J. S.
Bach, followed a visit by Joan, oboist Anne Gilby and myself to
Melbourne‘s Federation Bells. These bells are constructed and operated
differently and have quite different overtones than the National Carillon.
The Federation Bells are played electronically from a midi keyboard, with
either live or pre-set performances.

4. What should we tell other people who want to compose for
carillon? Can non-playing composers be given instructions that
apply to all carillons, or do they have to be specific for a particular
instrument?
Carillons vary considerably in their physical environment and situation, as
well as the number of bells. For example, the National Carillon has four and
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a half octaves and is in its own tower in the middle of Lake Burley Griffin,
whereas the main carillon in Groningen, where the WCF Conference is
going to be, is attached to a church in the Town Square and has a smaller
range.
I have told my son, who is interested in composing for the Carillon, what
Joan has suggested to me about the National Carillon:
Generally, write in two parts.
The feet can double the notes played by the hands from bottom G in
the bass to B flat above middle C. Joan works out how to divide the
notes between the hands and feet, but perhaps you might not want to
be so generous to your composers.
In this tower there are four and a half octaves of bells.
Here in Canberra there is no bass A flat bell so you can‘t write for
that note.
Players usually use their fists rather than their fingers, which affects
what you ask the player to do.
Joan instructed me that the maximum number of notes you should
generally consider should be used sparingly, limited to two in each
of the right hand, the left hand and the feet.
The notes for the hands should be no further apart than a fourth and
are easier to play if they are a pair of white or black notes.
The upper bells sound more easily than the lower bells and can be
repeated faster.
It‘s often a good idea to put everything one octave higher than on the
piano.
Some intervals and chords sound better than others because of
overtones, eg minor thirds sound better than major thirds.
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Rosemary and George Howe sharing over morning tea.

George Howe‘s advice to me over morning tea included
Don‘t write too many notes
Simplicity rather than complexity
Bring out the melodies
If feeling adventurous, you could investigate octatonic scales.

5. How to encourage non-playing composers for Carillon?
There have been, here and elsewhere, collaborations with brass bands, rock
bands, choirs and multimedia, for example, as in the program for this year‘s
WCF Conference in Groningen.
There could be composition competitions and commissions. Please inform
composers when their compositions are performed so that they can claim
performance royalties from APRA. Registering your piece gives you some
copyright protection and you get a small payment if your piece is performed
somewhere.
There could be some additional information included on the CSA‘s excellent
website to provide help for new composers.
Carillons and their performances need constant marketing and promotion.
I have had superb personal mentoring from Joan Chia.
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There can be helpful discussions of carillons and their compositions at other
gatherings. For example, I‘m a member of the Musicological Society of
Australia. I presented a paper at a Victorian conference of the MSA some
time ago and am planning another paper for the national MSA conference in
December.

6. Comments
The audience members after the presentation and during lunch and dinner
put forward a number of ideas.
Ted Grantham suggested that I swap the parts in one section of Elegy to
bring out the melodies better.
There was an interesting discussion of past efforts to encourage music
students to compose for the carillon, as well as previous composition
commissions. The advantages and disadvantages of different musical styles
were also discussed.
Sydney University carillonists told me that their instrument has the bottom A
flat bell, but not the top C sharp or D, which affects players changing from
one instrument to another. The Sydney carillon has the original 1920s lower
bells, including warm tenor bells that sound well in melodies. The upper
bells are more recent and have a different physical profile and sound.
Joan Chia was asked to play Elegy again during the performance session
before lunch. She and I managed to have a brief discussion beforehand.

7. Post Presentation
In his fascinating talk on improvisation after lunch, Timothy Hurd
emphasised that the carillon must be thought of as a percussion, not a
keyboard, instrument. If composers need to use a keyboard to work out their
ideas, they could try using an electronic keyboard with a setting such as
‗ambient vibes‘ to get a better idea of what the piece may sound like on the
carillon, with its long decay of sounds and inherent overtones. Timothy told
us of the difficulties of using some European carillons, which may have a
range of three octaves or less. They may also have maintenance issues and
use other tuning systems such as mean-tone, which limit the number of key
signatures available. Timothy encouraged carillonists to practise their
improvisation skills and use devices such as repetition and contrast, as well
as to embrace octaves and perfect fifths.
Rosemary Richards
Recording Transcription: Bethwyn Joy
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CHASING CREATIVITY
CSA Meeting Presentation 19 April, 2008 (Canberra)
Carillon talk by Timothy Hurd QSM (transcription)

Facing the FAQs
Being a carillonist means constantly having to explain your existence to
people who have never seen or heard a carillon. Obviously, there are the
usual questions about: what is the carillon? how many bells does it have?
how is it played? and so forth. Answering such questions is simply part of
the price we pay for playing an esoteric instrument (it‘s called ‗paying your
dues‘). We‘ve all done it and will continue to do it: it comes with the
territory.
The carillon is a rare and fascinating instrument, with only about 650 in the
whole world. Its rarity is almost matched by the limited number of players.
But, let‘s face it: nobody is ever going to get rich writing carillon music,
there‘s simply no market for it. Well, there is a (very small) market for it,
but realistically it is not comparable to writing a pop song and producing a
1M gold album. It‘s more like writing an orchestral piece on commission
that gets performed once and then sits on the bottom shelf for the next
hundred years until some PhD musicology student comes along and
‗rediscovers‘ your piece. This may seem harsh, but if you want your
musical ideas to be widely heard, don’t write carillon music.

The Great Chase
For me, the attraction in composition is mostly not about the finished
product, but rather about chasing my own fickle creativity, an urge that
comes and goes like hunger and thirst (although not so frequently).
Often, chasing creativity is like looking for a lost basketball. Now you‘ll
have to forgive me making a conspicuously ‗American‘ analogy here. When
I was growing up, every so often my brother and I would get into the
competitive siblings mode & take it out on the basketball court, shooting
some baskets and keeping score. Then I‘d think, ―Wait on, where‘s the
basketball?‖ The search begins: I‘d look under the bed, in the closet, the
back hallway, yes - even in the washing machine. The harder you‘d try to
find that basketball, the less likely it is that you‘re ever going to find it in a
hurry. What you have to do is simply forget about the basketball and in
about three seconds there will be a mini-Epiphany: ―Of course, I left it on
the back porch along with the tyre pump‖.
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For me, such an ‗indirect‘ approach also seems to work with the creative
urge, particularly when making carillon music. Bells can have quite a
hypnotic effect: the resonance seems to drag you in and surrounds you, you
can‘t stop it. Even a single bell produces a beautiful sound, with its richness
of overtones. You can easily imagine the sound of a single bell and this is an
advantage when it comes to composing. An intermediary instrument, like the
piano, is unnecessary. In fact, I never sit down at the piano to compose:
virtually all of my musical ideas on the carillon come from some initial
harmonic structure: by adding very small sound units together you can get
very complex harmonies on the carillon, so it pays to keep things simple.

Making It Up As You Go (Being Free)
Most of the time, improvisation forms my strongest intellectual connection
with the carillon. A number of composers have revered improvisation as
perhaps the most sincere form of music-making in that it connects you
directly with your spirit in an aural form: what you produce in an
improvisation is a reflection of your inner self (you really have to be totally
honest with you). If you have never done any improvisation (and here I‘m
not talking about ‗formula‘ improvisation, like theme and variations, or a
derivative arrangement or anything like that) you simply need to hit a note,
listen to it and let your musical instinct tell you what comes next. It‘s a
matter of trust & there is no substitute for just ‗doing it‘.
Of course, some musicians are absolutely horrified at the thought of ―Oh my
God, what if I make a mistake in public?‖ Well, my old teacher in Belgium,
Jef Rottiers, used to say, ―A mistake is just something that was not the
intention‖. But if you start without pre-conceived intentions, if you think
you‘ve hit a mistake, you need to turn a deficit into a credit, a liability to
strength. Use that note that you think has harmonically ‗clouded the waters‘
as the turning point to go someplace else, someplace interesting, some place
to explore. That‘s all ‗free‘ improvisation is really: starting at point ‗A‘,
going in a certain direction and then, at some point, letting the vertical
tonality take you someplace else.
One of the big issues with printed carillon music, as you see it on the page, is
that it is only a very rough road map. The map tells you what pitch names
(notes) to play, in a certain order and in relative rhythm to each other; but the
one thing the map doesn’t tell you is how long those notes last. When
listening to the carillon, seasoned composers often idealise what the
instrument can and cannot do and most are looking at the instrument from a
strictly ‗keyboard‘ perspective.
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Well, I‘m asking you to forget it: while the carillon has ‗keys‘ it is not really
a keyboard instrument. The carillon is a percussion instrument, comparable
to a marimba, tympani or xylophone. If you are going to use a ‗keyboard‘ as
a composing crutch, you are much better off using an electronic piano with
an array of digitally-sampled sounds. On the Roland keyboard at Canberra,
choosing the Percussion (‗Mallet‘) sample set and scrolling through to no.11
gives you a delightful sound palette called ‗Ambient Vibes‘. You can
actually get a fairly good sense of bell sustain by using this sample: put your
foot down on the damper pedal and play away. It‘s a pretty convincing bell
‗fake‘. To reiterate: if you want to compose at a keyboard, use the electronic
one in the tower.

The Real Thing
Improvisation is ultimately about using the main carillon (not the practice
clavier!). You need give it a go sometime and there‘s no substitute for just
‗doing it‘. Although you may think you‘re going to fall on your face every
time (even the best improvisations always have moments of ―Gee, that was
kind of weird‖), the more you do it, the more comfortable the process
becomes and the better you get.
You need to learn to identify good ‗fits‘, i.e. what sounds idiomatic or
‗carillonistic‘ on the instrument. What makes a good sound compared with a
not-so-good sound? Two of the key issues here are pacing and overall note
density. I was mentioning to Rosemary Richards at lunch that in composing
for the carillon you really should specify a particular instrument style and/or
size: carillons are non-standardised & are radically different, one from the
next. With your hand on your heart, you cannot say that if you write a
successful piece for the heavy Canberra instrument that it‘s going to
‗transfer‘ correctly on a Dutch or French carillon (or an ‗historic‘ instrument
with unequal temperament). Or, say you‘ve made a beautiful arrangement
for four-and-a-half octaves and then find yourself doing a guest recital on a
carillon with three-and-a-half octaves, you have to know what to leave out,
what to add, how to ‗doctor‘ your piece and make it effective. What
happens if you arrive for a carillon recital and find the top octave missing?
(―Where is it?‖ ―Oh, it‘s being re-tuned‖). There you go: you‘ve only got
that many bells and you just have to sit down and do it. Just you and the
moment.

Identifying Good ‘Fits’
What I mean by this is: having a good musical idea is one thing, what that
idea actually sounds like on bells can be something quite different.
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Remember, once you‘ve hit a bell you can‘t stop the sound. If I hit a bell
very softly, I won‘t have to live with it very long. But if I play forcefully and
give it a fairly good wallop, I will have to live with the sound far beyond the
value notated in the music.
Writing a score (road map) involves making many musical decisions, but
these all boil down to how specific you are going to be about making your
intentions known. Generally speaking, people writing for any particular
instrument the first time are never specific enough with their instructions.
The performer is just given a sequence of notes and wonders ―What am I
going to do here?‖. Consider dynamic markings: mf for instance. OK, sure:
mezzo forte, but relative to what? The dynamic marking in the score needs
to be understood as indicative of the total amount of sound you are making
at any one time. Within that total sound, you still must ‗stratify‘ the
individual voices; one voice will always predominate over the other(s). That
is a purely musical decision you need to make in playing.
If you want anybody else to play your piece, you‘d better be pretty specific
about pacing, dynamic markings etc., and even ask yourself whether it is
possible to play ‗effects‘ like staccato on the carillon (?) You can certainly
give the impression of staccato by relative brightness, using control of the
clapper speed. A fast clapper speed at attack will yield a very bright sound
with many overtones: such a note will simply ‗zing‘ out of the texture, above
the wash of other notes you are playing. The listener will say, ―Aha, that
pitch was being highlighted in the texture, so it must be important‖. So yes:
you can put macrons or dots over some notes to indicate relative degrees of
contrast with whatever else is going on, but the first thing is you have to look
at the overall amount of resonance.

Being Selective
Say you‘re driving down the road listening to the car radio. You think,
―Wow, that‘s a cool piece, I‘d really like to transcribe that for carillon‖.
What do you listen for in the music? If the piece has lots of grand pauses or
moments when the resonance is truncated (or virtually absent - like pizzicato
violins), that ‗stopped action‘ texture is probably going to fall flat on the
carillon because a string of quick, short notes will just turn into a sonic
jumble anyway.
So: don’t sit down at the piano and write down the first sound that comes to
mind that seems even remotely plausible, you need to try it on the real
carillon. I remember a number of years ago, the GCNA (Guild of
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Carillonneurs in North America), at considerable expense, commissioned a
well-known contemporary composer to write a piece for the carillon. This
fellow had a long opus list and was a widely-published university professor,
but his first (and, to my knowledge, only) foray into carillon was a complete
dud. I think his composition may have been played exactly twice. It‘s a
really awful piece, because nobody bothered to instruct him on carillon
technique, sound, or what is actually possible with two fists and two feet.
The piece was plainly a piano piece with octave placements shortened to fit
a 4-octave range.
OK: yes, you have two fists and two feet & you can use open-hand position
for chords and so forth. But, by and large, two and three voice (i.e. more
transparent) textures work a lot better on the carillon than ‗block chords‘ of
four voices or more. For example, four-part harmonies (e.g. traditional
SATB hymn arrangements) don‘t work very well on the carillon. Why set
out to make a bad lane choice? Even the sound of a single-line melody is
very, very beautiful on the carillon because, with each successive
note/stroke, what has just been played before has died away a bit, so you are
not constantly overloading the texture. The ear can then focus on linear
direction, rather than vertical opacity.

Styles of Instrument
For the last fifty years or so, Dutch bell founders have designed carillons
specifically in mind to ‗conquer‘ their sonic environment. In denselypopulated areas, their carillons must compete with serious traffic and
human-generated noise. These instruments are most often equipped with
very, very hard clappers and fairly lightweight bells for a brilliant sound that
cuts through the sonic background. This style of instrument has also
informed modern Dutch carillon composition: millions of notes (often an
ear-wearying ‗blitz‘), toccata-esque, razzle-dazzle and so forth. After five
minutes you just get tired of trying to absorb all this hyperactivity.
English carillons are, by virtue of mechanical design and bell profile,
conspicuously different from Continental models. An English instrument
sings by itself while a Dutch or French instrument will speak ‗at you‘. If
you‘ve got a commission to write for a specific style of instrument, you need
to write for the kind of sound it can actually produce, being careful to
capitalise on its strengths and not inadvertently magnify its weaknesses.
Find some recordings and listen to different instruments by different makers,
including historic instruments (at least: English, French, Dutch, German,
Norwegian carillons). All bell founders have a particular functional design
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style and all use distinctly different bell profiles. Ultimately, what you need
to listen for is tonal colouration and a sense of the overall resonance of a
particular style of instrument; they are all different. Then in composing, you
need to find that sweet spot between ‗underloading‘ the texture (where the
music sounds like it has ‗holes‘ between the notes) and ‗overloading‘, with
too much resonance or too dense a vertical chord positioning per unit time.
You need to strive for the most highly-coloured, transparent sound possible
on an instrument that is quintessentially monochromatic; you don‘t want a
muddy, uncontrollable blur. Maintain that clarity every step– otherwise, you
will end up with a loose, baggy acoustic monster.

What is good?
I believe much ‗contemporary‘ carillon music is inherently unsatisfactory
because it tries to make of the carillon something it isn‘t & doesn‘t take into
account (not very well, at any rate) the unavoidable overlapping of bell
resonance. Remember: as I said earlier, what you see on the score page is
only a rough road map, showing how to get from ‗point A‘ to ‗point B‘. It
doesn‘t tell you how to drive the road.
So if certain things don‘t work well in writing for the carillon, what does
work? First of all, remember to employ complimentary, reinforcing
overtones. This is a strictly and acoustical matter, but you do need to think
about this very carefully. Why do minor key pieces work so well on the
carillon? Because the minor third that is built into the bells‘ tuning is
constantly being reinforced by chordal patterns and passage work with
embedded minor thirds. If you are playing a piece in a major key there
should be a ‗little red flag‘ that pops up at the very beginning, like an
important e-mail icon, that says, ―Every time you have the major third (or
tenth) in a vertical harmony, play the third (upper note) at least one level
brighter. Not louder, but brighter, than the root of the chord. That will
automatically make the major third more distinct. The listener will then say,
―Ah, that‘s very pure - nice!‖ Another way to look at it: in a major tonality,
you also need to understate minor thirds: for instance, if you have this bell
(plays ‘C1’ bell) and then try to play a major third with this (plays ‘E2’ bell)
you will get a horrible contrast between the internal minor third of the lower
bell and the fundamental of the upper bell. So understate the bass & avoid
major tenths like the plague; they are the hardest of all intervals to make
really transparent.
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Overtones
Let me go over basic bell overtones again. When a bell is finish-tuned in the
foundry, it ends up with three perfect octaves (hum, fundamental &
nominal), a very strong minor third above the fundamental, plus a quint
(fifth above the nominal). One characteristic thing about the minor third is
that its maximum intensity generally does not occur at the attack, but about
one-quarter to one-half second after the strike. Let‘s look a bit closer at the
minor third: one success story on the carillon (and Rosemary Richards)
made a reference to it earlier, is the octatonic scale. In this scale you have a
regular alternation between major and minor seconds (plays an octatonic
sequence). This comprises minor third intervals all in a row, or,
alternatively, an alternation between perfect fourths and major thirds. One
problem with the octatonic scale is that once you are ‗in it‘, you can‘t really
get ‗out of it‘. Hit one wrong note and you are in serious sonic trouble. The
scale is very pleasant-sounding, almost hypnotic, but it‘s almost too much of
a good thing.

New Ideas of Consonance
Remember when you were studying harmony in school and the teacher
would say, ―Don‘t write any parallel fifths‖ (and mark big Xs on your paper
if you did)? Well, I happen to love perfect fifths on the carillon, particularly
because the upper note of the ‗external‘ interval (P5th) always reinforces the
‗internal‘ fifth of the lower bell. Parallel fifths are one of the most beautiful
intervals on the carillon (plays example – beginning of ‘Te Deum Laudamus’
by Roy Hamlin Johnson). Everything here is being reinforced perfectly with
the internal and external intervals of the bell.
Obviously, octaves are great too, (plays example). You can make as much
noise as you want with parallel octaves and it still sounds great; since you
only have two hands. In playing parallel octaves, by the time you hit the
next two notes you‘ve had a discrete amount of time for the previous notes
to die away. Parallelism on the carillon tends to give a fairly transparent
texture, regardless of the interval(s) used, because the ear is focussed on
lateral movement.
Another thing you can play, of course, is parallel chords, which I did a little
bit this morning (plays example). The ear will identify the relative spacing
of notes in the chords. If you play something very close together, like a
semitone cluster (plays example), the ear really does pick up on how far
apart those notes are, acoustically. Actually, I think the nicest, most
transparent ‗spacing‘ occurs when you have notes fairly well spread out,
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quite apart from each other (plays another example). Also, when you are
writing a passage or just improvising a texture, be aware of how far apart
your hands and your feet are situated. Generally, if you are all ‗scrunched
up‘ in one part of the keyboard, you will produce a less clear & tiring sound
than if you work for variation of placement, with notes generally being
spaced farther apart.

Getting Started With Improvisation
Start with a simple sound. This theme (plays example) begins with a trill,
very nice but not overly complex for the ear to grasp. You can keep this
going while play something else on top of that. Whatever you do: always
surprise the listener. Surprises are good. Also: be sensitive to very small
nuances in rhythmic flow. If you have a constant rhythmic pattern (e.g. a
Scarlatti Sonata with constant, uninterrupted quaver movement, from
beginning to end), you could get bored really fast. When I‘m playing such a
piece, I have to make small adjustments in the timing to make the phrasing
clear and logical, always allowing for expansion and contraction of the
overall resonance of the carillon. Because the carillon is quintessentially a
percussion instrument, the listeners‘ ears are intently focussed on overall
resonance and the subtleties of split-second timing. These rhythmic
subtleties are perhaps even more important in the overall ‗sensibility‘ about
the music than are the pitches. On one level, pitch is just going along for the
ride: obviously, you have to hit the right pitches at the right time and so
forth, but after the first two or three bongs the ear is not listening exclusively
for the pitches because there is already an expectation of continuance built
into the music. What the listener on the ground is holding onto is overall
resonance, rhythm and change in brightness. The notes per se are important,
but not that important.

Keep ‘Em Guessing!
Dare to be unconventional with your harmonies, by ‗twists & turns‘. If you
play along for a while and you think you‘ve hit a bare patch (or a brick
wall), make a liability into strength and go someplace unexpected. Use
chords strategically as ‗pivot points‘. Above all, avoid church organist
‗fiddling‘ (i.e. like marking time in a church service while the priest downs
the rest of the communion wine). Listeners will pick up any ‗stalling‘ on the
carillon in about five milliseconds.
In improvisation, familiarity breeds comfort: try to start and end with
similar, or even identical, gestures. Listeners like to hear contrast, but also
similarity and a sense of closure. Repetition doesn‘t need to be mindless
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regurgitation, either. You can always come back to something that you‘ve
played before, but play it in a subtly different guise. I know you are all
highly intelligent musicians and can remember roughly what you‘ve played
– so do come back to a previous idea, like starting out with a large ABA
form, beginning with a certain gesture that you will restate somewhere along
the line. Create levels of ‗circularity‘, so the listener thinks, ―Aha, I
recognise a pattern, something‘s going on here, unfolding logically‖. If you
don‘t use any repetition or restatement (i.e. if you through-compose right to
the end and end up in a completely different place), listeners may think,
―Well, what was that all about‖?

Preparation
How much should one prepare in advance?
Some musicians are
pathologically inclined to write down a half dozen motifs before they start
improvising. Then they either use all of them, or two of them, or whatever,
but feel they must always have some kind of ‗visual cue‘ down on paper so
they have something to resort to when their minds go blank. Yes, you can
use a visual crutch if you like, but it‘s actually better training (trusting your
musical instincts) not to do that. Do it up here (brain). You don‘t have to
use all of your themes, but if you do hit on a good one don‘t be afraid to play
around with it. Ultimately, improvisation is not just about playing music,
but being playful with music.
Virtually all the carillon pieces I‘ve ever ―written‖ have started out as
improvisations even if I have thrown in a well-known theme or other citation
along the way. I‘m always listening for some reference point and I am
attentive for that magic moment when, suddenly, the music springs off the
page or out of my head and makes itself known. At the same time, every
carillon is different: the challenge is to bring out the very best sounds in each
one you play.

Keep On Going…
Whatever you do, don’t stop. The worst thing you can possibly do in a free
improvisation is to stop: then people are thinking, ―What‘s going on up
there? Coffee break?‖ No, no. Trust yourself: give yourself three minutes of
quiet mental preparation, then just sit down and start. A three minute wait is
not going to annoy your audience, but you have got to commit to ‗doing it‘.
A number of years ago when I was living in Florida, I tried to get a
colleague to improvise but it turned out it just wasn‘t part of his musical
vocabulary or nature. He had spent his whole life sitting in practice rooms,
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learning the ‗dots‘ and perfecting them as best he could. He played well but
had absolutely no interest in pushing himself beyond his own comfort zone.
What I‘m asking you to do is dare to get out of your comfort zone and,
hopefully, to find out something about who you are musically. Don‘t
underestimate or undersell yourself: improvisation is really about getting
that inner composer out of the shell.
I suppose you could say (in an intellectual sense) that all the music that has
been written or ever will be written is pre-existing, rather like pre-tuning a
radio station and then turning up the volume and then back down. The
music is there, and it‘s within you. Like opening a window and letting fresh
air in (and out), it‘s just a matter of finding out how to turn up the volume
and when to turn it off. You all have the gift – so believe in it.
Another important point: don‘t expect instant success. We tend to be very
hard on ourselves (―Well really, I‘ve been playing this new piece for the past
five minutes – I should be playing it perfectly by now…‖) Like a theory
lesson with (the late) Nadia Boulanger: you worry an idea (on paper or in
your head) until it either hits the final score or the wastebasket (maybe we‘re
dealing with basketball practise after all!). So: refine, refine, refine. Take a
theme and make an improvisation on it. The next day, come back, take the
same theme and make a completely different improvisation. Above all else,
find out what works on the instrument.
Most of us are virtually married to the physical score. I simply want you to
forget the score and listen to what you’re doing. And remember: practice
doesn‘t make perfect, practice only makes better…
Good Luck – go for it!

Timothy Hurd QSM
Recording transcription: Bethwyn Joy
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STILLNESS AND THE NIGHT
01 January 2008 – 26 February 2008
We held 9 carillon concerts in January and February 2008 for the annual
Stillness and the Night series at the National Carillon, Aspen Island in
Canberra. An audience of about 1000 enjoyed these brilliant recitals from
both Canberran and international carillonists. Each night held a special
memory and towards the end of the series our award winning tower was
highlighted by floodlight as the darkness crept in earlier. A wide range of
musical tastes were catered for with carillonists performing a varied
repertoire.

Susan Antcliff – 01 January 2008
It was a balmy Canberra evening on Aspen
Island for the first Carillon recital in the
Stillness and the Night series. An audience of
about 150 enjoyed Susan Antcliff‘s program
titled, First Night.
A few in the audience were pleasantly
surprised to chance on the recital while
enjoying a New Year picnic, but most had
come along especially for the recital.
Susan entertained with a mixture of colour and
pace from American Folk Songs arranged by
Gary White and Milford Myhre to Les Cloches
des Clochards by Jurriaan Andriessen. The
recital concluded with music composed by Timothy Hurd QSM-Evensong
(magnificat). Well done Susan.

Timothy Hurd – 08 January 2008
A cool and breezy change blew in midway through Timothy Hurd‘s recital,
the second in the Stillness and the Night series. Some of the audience of
about 185 donned jumpers and others wrapped themselves in blankets while
enjoying the recital titled Sky Music Classics.
A couple of young boys performed an impromptu ballet as Timothy opened
with Prelude on ‘Chartres (1970)’, Roy Hamlin Johnson. Included in the
program was Melodeon II, one of Timothy‘s 1992 compositions.
Much enjoyed Timothy.
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George Howe – 15 January 2008
George Howe‘s recital, titled A
Musical Night, was the third in our
Stillness and the Night series.
George entertained us with Rodgers
and Hammerstein‘s Oklahoma,
South Pacific and The King and I.
A crowd of 250, including a couple
who turned up via canoe, enjoyed
picnics on the warmest night of the
series so far. With the nights now
getting a little shorter we enjoyed an
orange tinged sunset. Perfect
weather, great location and music that was much enjoyed by all.
Thanks George.

Joan Chia – 22 January 2008
The temperature was a cool 17 degrees midway through the fourth recital in
our Stillness and the Night series. Joan Chia entertained the audience of
about 100 who braved the cooler temperatures on Aspen Island. A large
group enjoying a 9th birthday celebration kindly left the island just before
recital time knowing that a horde of children would disturb the listeners.
Joan‘s program was titled Exclusively for Bells and featured music
composed especially for the Carillon. It began with Terry Vaughan‘s
Flourish and finished with A Little Fantasy and Fugue (1935) by Sir
Hamilton Harty.
The sensors illuminated the tower as Joan came down to greet an
appreciative audience. A carillon tower is a very awesome sight when lit by
night lights.
Bravo Joan.
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Kerryn Milligan – 29 January 2008
The fifth in the series was another warm
evening, bringing people outdoors for a cooler
spot on the lake. Kerryn Milligan‘s recital
program of Twilight Tunes – Harmonies at Dusk
was played to an audience of around 150. Her
program was a mixture of dances, folk songs
and hymns. Kerryn‘s hymns, her own
arrangements, were from a hymn book given to
her by her grandmother when she was a child so
they had special significance to her.

The audience tonight were mainly larger
groups of people enjoying the Carillon with
their picnic and wine. There was one
particular group here tonight, who made up
a large portion of the audience, a very distinctive group of 32 ladies
taking up their position around the picnic table on the main lawn. The
Red Hat Society is an organization of women who meet for tea
wearing red hats and purple dresses. Tonight was a celebration of the
3rd birthday of the Canberra Chapter of this international organization.
An extract from the official website explains their formation in
Tucson USA several years ago.

Red Hat Society

"The Red Hat Society began as a result of a few women deciding to greet
middle age with verve, humour and élan. We believe silliness is the comedy
relief of life, and since we are all in it together, we might as well join redgloved hands and go for the gusto together. Underneath the frivolity, we
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share a bond of affection, forged by common life experiences and a genuine
enthusiasm for wherever life takes us next."
The recital finished moments before the lights came on to illuminate the
area. The listeners made their way to the car park after a very enjoyable
evening. A wonderful recital from Kerryn marks the halfway mark for
Stillness and the Night this year.

Lyn Fuller – 5 February 2008
Attendance at the sixth
recital in the series Stillness
and the Night was well
down on previous weeks no doubt due to the
threatening wet weather
predicted and uncertainty
over recent days as to the
continuation of recital
programs. However for the
50 people who attended it
made for a very intimate
gathering
within
the
From Left: Lorraine Gatehouse, Meryl Bollard,
triangular base of the tower.
Lyn Fuller & Carmel McDonnell
Everybody gathered here to
listen to a unique recital and poetry reading. Titled Feed the Birds, it was
the story of John Shaw Neilson (1872-1942) with some of his finest verse
read. Neilson painted a detailed and fascinating background of Australian
life from the 1870s to 1940. His story is one of great hardship. It is the
personal and social history of the early settlers through drought and times of
economic depression, and a story of a gentle man whose eyesight failed
during his early thirties.
Prose and poetry was read by Meryl Bollard and Lorraine Gatehouse (from
the Gathering Place) accompanied on Carillon by Lyn Fuller and by vocalist
Carmel McDonnell. The versatility of our incomparable instrument was
certainly shown here tonight. Timing was perfection, as the beautiful
backdrop of the bells complimented prose, verse and vocals.
Lyn‘s arrangements and adaptations of a variety of music pieces created a
very thoughtful environment as the readings were delivered. From Waltzing
Matilda (Banjo Patterson), Oranges and Lemons (Nursery Rhyme) to the
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classical The Swan (Saint-Saens), the program was an extraordinary
accumulation of music that fitted together seamlessly.
A small gathering - but the huge impression on the audience was
unmistakable as the recital came to a finish. A very appreciative audience
congratulated all involved on an extremely successful and different program
to the ―normal‖ carillon recital.

Ann-Kirstine Christiansen and Timothy Hurd
12 February 2008
There was a relatively small Canberra audience in
attendance for our 7th Stillness and the Night
recital featuring our visiting carillonist AnnKirstine Christiansen from Denmark and Timothy
Hurd QSM from New Zealand.
This was a brilliant recital with Ann-Kirstine and
Timothy playing a program of both solos and
duets. The Canberra Carillon team, who attended
a reception for Ann-Kirstine the evening before, is
looking forward to continuing the week of recitals
and Master Classes featuring duets.
A slight breeze developed on an otherwise
beautiful mild evening lakeside for this recital.

Astrid Bowler. – 19 February 2008
The National Carillon Tower looked stunning tonight, flooded in light, for
the 8th recital in our Stillness and the Night series. Astrid‘s gentle music truly
suited the still mild weather. She entertained us with her program titled A
Little Night Music which began with Ludwig van Beethoven‘s Moonlight
Sonata and included Andrew Lloyd Webber‘s Music of the Night from
Phantom of the Opera.
An approving audience of about 50
attended the recital, temporarily
increased by a boat full of partygoers
who sailed past midway through the
recital. This was a most appropriate
program for the night. Thank you for
sharing it with us Astrid.
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Joan Chia – 26 February 2008
The
final
Stillness and
the Night for
2008
was
described in
true George
Howe style as
―an
enlightning
experience‖.
Joan
Chia
played
her
program titled
Masters
of
Melody using
pieces from classical masters including Mozart, Dvorak, Grieg, Puccini and
Schubert along with more modern masters Kern, Mancini and Loewe. A
beautiful recital played under a clear sky and not a breath of wind. A perfect
stillness of the night!
The audience of about 50 were treated to a spectacular dual performance as
while Joan was entertaining us with her magnificent music we were also
entertained by a brilliant light show by nature. Despite the stillness and clear
sky over Aspen Island itself, in the distance a huge storm cell sat stationary,
for about an hour, over the Braidwood area. It was a constant display of
lightning, filling the entire cloud with flashes and glowing light.
One member of the audience commented afterward that it seemed the cloud
was playing along to the tempo of the bells. This seemed a fitting way to
finish our Stillness and the Night series for 2008. Thank you Joan.
Kerryn Milligan
National Carillon
Canberra
Photos courtesy Kerryn Milligan & Phil Irons
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TOWER REPORTS FOR APRIL 2008
The 2008 Annual General Meeting for the CSA was held in Canberra
Saturday 19 April.

From SYDNEY—Jill Forrest
reported that the Sydney Carillon (and organ) now falls under the umbrella
of the Director of the University Museums, Art Gallery and Theatre. This
permits coordination of events around the quadrangle and cooperation with
some of the museum‘s presentations, and has increased audiences. Postrecital tower inspections have been suspended while restoration works have
involved the floors below, but access to the instrument via the fire escape
has permitted playing to continue. A sink with hot and cold water has been
installed in the clavier room, and the TV connections between the clavier
room and the Great Hall and quadrangle are now working well.
Regular Tuesday (1-2pm) and Sunday (2-3pm) recitals continue along
with 30 graduation ceremonies. Reginald Walker played for the
graduations of his grandson (26 October 2007) and granddaughter (11 April
2008). Various recitals have featured duets—Ted and Louise, Jill and June.

Special Events:
Carillon music enhanced various special functions: St John‘s Ambulance
Awards, Fifty-Year Alumni function, two SUMS Carolfests in December
2007, Mediaeval Banquet, Harry Potter Family Day, student functions,
Heritage Tours, Weddings and a Dinner for the College of General
Practitioners.

Visitors:
Isaac Wong returned from the United Kingdom to play a lovely recital of
carillon compositions on 14 October 2007. He recently sent an autographed
copy of John Knox‘s York Minster Carillon Book to the CSA. Isaac is active
in the British Carillon Society, and will be attending the WCF Congress in
Grőningen.
Early in 2008 we had an International Mini-Festival over 16 days. Hans
Hielscher gave a fine recital on Sunday 17 February. Two days later AnnKirstine Christiansen‘s splendid Aspects of Freedom with delightful
programme notes included a Mozart duet with Timothy Hurd. The following
Sunday Timothy‘s magnificent recital Fistfuls: Virtuoso Carillon Music
concluded with the beautiful Evensong, which he composed for June
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Catchpoole. Seven days later Lyn Fuller, Meryl Bollard and Lorraine
Gatehouse presented Music and Poetry: the Language of the Soul, which
celebrated the life and work of Judith Wright—a wonderful afternoon which
was greatly appreciated by all.

Personnel:
Candy Fung, who is doing dentistry after obtaining Hons I in physics,
passed her advancement recital on 6 April 2008 and is now an Honorary
Carillonist. We welcome her to the Sydney carillon family consisting of
Assistant University Carillonist June Catchpoole and Honorary Carillonists
Liz Cartwright, Edward and Louise Grantham, Amy Johansen, Lucy Koe,
Reginald Walker and Stacey Xiao Yu Yang.
Sadly, Susan Wilkins resigned on 6 April 2008 because of ongoing health
problems. She commenced carillon studies with John Douglas Gordon in
1973, was Carillon Scholar in 1981, and studied at the Netherlands Carillon
School in Amersfoort on two occasions. She has been a valued member of
the Sydney carillon scene, and we will miss her.
We thank our Carillon Managers Marian Theobald (until end December
2007) and David Ellis from January 2008 for their support. We appreciate
David
Davey‘s
generous
maintenance
of
our
web
site
(www.bells.usyd.edu.au), and look forward to resumption of John
McKerral‘s post-recital belfry tours once construction work on the floors
below is completed and ordinary access is restored.

From CANBERRA—Timothy Hurd QSM
Well...where to begin? In medias res (in the middle of things) is always a
good bet, therefore wherewith the good news and bad news.
First, the bad news:
As required by the incoming Labor Government, recent funding cuts to the
annual budget of the National Capital Authority have severely impacted the
day-to-day operations of the National Carillon. From 1 March, the playing
schedule has been pared back to twice-weekly concerts. The current status
quo is:
Carillonist contracts have, in the near term, been spared the guillotine.
Carillon Frolic, scheduled for 17 February, had to be cancelled outright.
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Parliamentary Inquiry into the role of the National Capital Authority has
begun. Submissions were due by 11 April, with findings of the inquiry
panel likely to be the end of June.
Numerous redundancies within the National Capital Authority have been
necessary.
Now, the good news:
Ann-Kirstine Christiansen from the Scandinavian Carillon School in
Løgumkloster Denmark was at the National Carillon from 09-17 February,
as invited guest in the annual Visiting Artist Exchange Programme (VAEP).
Three concerts and two master classes, the latter concentrating on duet
arranging and performance, were well prepared and gratefully received by
local carillonists and appreciative audiences. Ann-Kirstine‘s visit was
peppered with the usual assortment of receptions (Danish Embassy
participation), teas, communal meals and gab-fests. Never a dull moment.....
The usual range of carillon recitals and special events continued
‗unhindered‘ until the end of February. Of particular note were the very fine
pre-Christmas efforts at the National Carillon by the team of dedicated
carillonists. Many thanks to all for planning and execution.
Stillness and the Night – nine Tuesday evening concerts were presented in
January and February, including one carillon and poetry evening (Lyn Fuller
and Friends). It is to be hoped that funding in the 2008-2009 budget years
will allow continuation of this ever popular evening series at the National
Carillon. Special thanks to Kerryn Milligan and Phil Irons for written
summaries and photo snaps of the Stillness and the Night series (including a
spectacular sequence of thunderstorm shots, filmed from a ‗respectful‘
distance, on 26 February).
After some months of ‗electrical irregularities‘ (i.e. death by lightningstrike), the digital A/V matrix is now back on-line and fully operational. The
delay in making repairs was caused by NCA‘s subcontractors having to wait
for replacement parts imported from the USA.

From NEW ZEALAND—Timothy Hurd QSM
Since the October 2007 meeting the National War Memorial Carillon
Wellington has enjoyed the following activities/developments:
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Foreigners: Dina Verheyden, graduate student from the Royal Carillon
School of ‗Jef Denyn‘ in Mechlen, Belgium, spent three months in
Wellington prior to Christmas. Dina undertook intensive study of advanced
carillon repertoire in preparation for the forthcoming Queen Fabiola
International Carillon Competition (in September 2008). Her scholarship
was funded jointly by Alcatel Belgium and the New Zealand Government.
Charles Dairay, Carillonneur of Le Quesnoy and Orchies, France, will also
spend one month in Wellington for similar study from late April until the
end of May.
Another Foreigner: Hans Hielscher, Director of Music of the Marktkirche in
Wiesbaden, Germany played both carillon and organ recitals at the National
War Memorial on Wednesday, 27 February, as part of his most recent world
tour. The organ concert was the first regularly - scheduled recital on the new
St. Lazarus Memorial Organ. Funding for a series of six concerts in 2008 has
been identified.
Even More Foreigners: Recent state visits and wreath-laying ceremonies
involving the National War Memorial Carillon have included: President of
Vanuatu, President of the Philippines, CDFs of Australia and UK, Chief of
Navy of the Republic of Chile, the Loyal Order of Orange, among others.
We have seriously considered installing a revolving door at the bottom of the
tower.
Ups and Downs: After 20 plus years of getting up close and personal with
every ‗heritage‘ rust flake, grease spot and paint chip whilst stuck and
waiting between floors for help to arrive, funds have recently been allocated
for outright replacement of the vintage 1937 Waygood-Otis lift. Good
things come to those who (have no choice but to) wait....?
Une(quality): The St. Lazarus Memorial Organ has been retuned in 18th c.
Valotti temperament and this has attracted much interest from local and
overseas players, as a welcome alternative to the vast, equal-tempered organ
wasteland of the New Zealand. CDs of Buxtehude and Cornet works are
scheduled for this September by Atoll Records Ltd.
Memorial Park: Progress on development of the Buckle Street property is
proceeding, albeit on a geological time-scale.
Otherwise, business as usual.
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OFFICE BEARERS 2008
President ......................................................................................... Lyn Fuller
Vice President .......................................................................... Timothy Hurd
Secretary ............................................................................... June Catchpoole
Treasurer ...................................................................... Catherine MacKenzie
Committee Members ................................................................ Susan Antcliff
................................................................................................ Kerryn Milligan
Opinions expressed in Dulci Tomes do not necessarily represent those of the
Editor or those of the Carillon Society of Australia.

My Sincerest thanks to Rob Fuller
Whose help & patience with computer skills
Remain undiminished.
Photo Front Cover: Bill Campbell
At the New Chamber Carillon
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Wheels for pedal adjustment of new Chamber Carillon
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